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The transfer of energy by the nonlinear interaction of Rossby waves in two-dimensional

turbulence on a rotating sphere was investigated in this study. Although it has been

suggested that three-wave resonant interaction dominates nonlinear interactions when

the rotation rate of the sphere is sufficiently high, resonant interactions do not transfer

energy to zonal Rossby waves, resulting in the nonresonant interaction of Rossby waves

being responsible for the generation of zonal flows (G.M. Reznik, L.I. Piterbarg, and

E.A. Kartashova, Dyn. Atoms. Oceans 18, 1993; K. Obuse and M. Yamada, Phys.

Rev. Fluids 4, 2019). The resonant and nonresonant interactions of Rossby waves were

investigated in this study, and it was found that although energy is transferred to the

zonal Rossby modes by the nonresonant three-wave interaction of Rossby waves, the

target of this nonresonant energy transfer is only the resonant zonal Rossby waves.

1. Introduction

Two-dimensional turbulence on a plane has long been studied, and there exist many

detailed discussions on this topic in the literature.1,2) However, two-dimensional tur-

bulence on other geometries has not been fully investigated. It is known that strong

westward circumpolar flows are formed on a rotating sphere because of an effect aris-

ing from the rotation.3) This is probably the most simple example of anisotropic and

inhomogeneous turbulence, yet even in this case, the mechanism responsible for the

formation of zonal flows has still not been made clear. Much work has been done on

zonal flow formations in two-dimensional turbulence on a rotating sphere from various
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points of view, such as the momentum dissipation of Rossby waves at critical layers4–7)

and the existence of a quasi-invariant quantity called zonostrophy8)

The three-wave resonant and nonresonant nonlinear interactions of Rossby waves is

one phenomenon often considered in the investigation of the mechanisms of zonal flow

formation. The basic properties of resonant and nonresonant nonlinear interactions of

Rossby waves on a β-plane have been investigated in the past.9–11)

It should be noted that discussion on and knowledge of resonant and nonresonant

interactions on a β-plane cannot be directly applied to the case of a rotating sphere. It

is known that resonant interaction is the dominant part of the nonlinear interaction of

Rossby waves when the rotation effect is sufficiently large, both on a β-plane12) and a

rotating sphere.13) On a β-plane, resonant interactions that contain at least one zonal

Rossby mode, which we define to be the Rossby wave independent of the longitudinal

coordinate, are known to have no effect on the temporal variation of the flow field. In

other words, the nonlinear terms corresponding to such resonant interactions completely

vanish. In spherical geometry, however, some resonant triads that contain a zonal Rossby

mode survive and change the phases of the Rossby modes participating in the resonant

interactions while the energy of each mode is kept invariant. Thus, resonant interactions

including zonal Rossby modes do not exchange any energy among the Rossby modes

therein14–16) but exert a significant influence on the temporal development of the flow

field.16) This means that nonresonant interaction is an indispensable mechanism for

zonal flow formation in this system.

Therefore in this study, to understand the mechanism of zonal flow formation in two-

dimensional turbulence on a rotating sphere, the resonant and nonresonant nonlinear

interactions of Rossby waves were investigated. For this purpose, all the Rossby waves

were first classified into four sets based on whether they are zonal and whether there

exists a resonant interaction that includes them. The energy exchange among the four

sets of Rossby waves was then studied.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the numerical

methods used in this study, and the results of the numerical experiments are presented

in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper. The energy transfer between two Rossby

modes is also discussed in detail in Appendix.
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Fig. 1. Temporal development of the mean kinetic energy from t = 0 to t = 10 of the case ν2p =

1.0× 10−38.

2. Equation of Motion and Numerical Methods

A nondimensionalized vorticity equation for a decaying two-dimensional barotropic

incompressible flow on a rotating sphere was considered in this study. This equation is

given as

∂ζ

∂t
+ J(ψ, ζ) + 2Ω

∂ψ

∂ϕ
= (−1)p+1ν2p

(
∇2 + 2

)p
ζ, (1)

where J(f, g) is the Jacobian operator, which is defined as J(f, g) ≡ (∂f/∂ϕ)(∂g/∂µ)−
(∂f/∂µ)(∂g/∂ϕ). Note that constant 2 is added in the viscosity term in order to conserve

the total angular momentum of the system.14)

The explanation of variables, functions, and parameters is given in Table I, where

∇2 is the horizontal Laplacian on a sphere. The dimensionless kinematic hyperviscosity

coefficient was set to ν2p = 0.0 as a main case in this study to consider turbulence with

an infinitely high Reynolds number. We have also considered of ν2p = 1.0 × 10−38 as

a case where the viscosity term brings about very weak but significant viscosity effect.

The order of the viscosity term in this case is O(10−2) and is rather small, however since

the rate of the energy decrease is also O(10−2) as shown in Fig.1, we consider that the

viscosity term brings about significant influence in the time development of the total

flow field.

The length, velocity, and time variables were nondimensionalized with respect to

the radius a of the sphere, the characteristic velocity amplitude U0 of the initial state,

and the advection time scale a/U0, respectively.

For the calculation, a spherical harmonic spectral method was used. Then the stream
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Table I. Variables, functions, and parameters in Eq.(1).

notation name value

ϕ longitude

µ sine latitude

t time

ψ(ϕ, µ, t) stream function

ζ(ϕ, µ, t) vorticity (≡ ∇2ψ)

Ω dimensionless constant rotation rate of the sphere 104

p hyperviscosity index 8

ν2p dimensionless kinematic hyperviscosity coefficient 0.0, 1.0× 10−38

function ψ was expanded as

ψ(ϕ, µ, t) =

NT∑
l=1

l∑
m=−l

ψm
l (t)Y

m
l (ϕ, µ) (2)

=

NT∑
l=1

l∑
m=−l

ψm
l (t)P

m
l (µ) exp(imϕ), (3)

where Y m
l (ϕ, µ) are the spherical harmonics, Pm

l (µ) are the associated Legendre poly-

nomials (l ∈ N , m ∈ Z, −l ≤ m ≤ l), and ψm
l (t) are the expansion coefficients.

Hereafter, Y m
l (ϕ, µ) is sometimes referred to as Y m

l for the sake of brevity. The trun-

cation wavenumber NT and the spatial grid points in the longitudinal and latitudinal

directions Nlon, Nlat were set to NT = 170, Nlon = 512 and Nlat = 256, respectively.

This eliminates aliasing errors. The linear terms in Eq.(1) were analytically treated by

utilizing exponential functions. Time integration was performed using the fourth-order

Runge–Kutta method with a time step of ∆t = 4× 10−5.

The initial energy distribution was set to

E(l, t = 0) =
Alγ/2

(l + l0)γ
, l0 = 50, γ = 100, (l ≥ 2) (4)

where A is defined such that
NT∑
l=2

E(l, t = 0) = 1.0, (5)

and we set the expansion coefficients for l = 1 to be zero. Note that we set the peak of

the initial energy distribution at low wavenumber here, as this study focuses on the for-

mation of circumpolar zonal flows which is a phenomena occurring in low-wavenumber
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Fig. 2. (Color online) (A) Temporal development of the zonal-mean zonal angular momentum from

t = 0 to t = 10. (B) Profile of the zonal-mean zonal angular momentum at t = 10. For both (A) and

(B), (1) ν2p = 0.0 (2) ν2p = 1.0× 10−38.

region.

Most of the settings described in this section were set essentially following Takehiro

et al.7)

3. Energy Exchange by Nonlinear Terms

The temporal development of zonal jets, i.e., the zonal-mean zonal angular momen-

tum [Llon], was first observed. Here, [· · · ] denotes the zonal mean, and [Llon] is given

by

[Llon] ≡
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

ulon
√
1− µ2 dϕ, (6)

where ulon = −
√
1− µ2 (∂ψ/∂µ) is the longitudinal component of the velocity. Figure

2(A) shows the temporal development of the zonal-mean zonal angular momentum

[Llon] of inviscid and weak-viscosity cases from t = 0 to t = 10. In both the inviscid and

the weak-viscosity cases, large-scale westward circumpolar zonal jets were formed, in

accordance with results at larger viscosity coefficients obtained in previous studies.3,7)

The profiles of the jets at a sufficiently large time (t = 10 here) are shown in Fig.2(B).
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Temporal variation of the Y 0
l=odd and Y 0

l=even modes from t = 0 to t = 10 in

ν2p = 0.0 case.

The formation of westward circumpolar zonal jets was also clearly observed in the

energy spectra as the accumulation of energy in the zonal modes, i.e., the Y 0
l modes

(figure not shown). More precisely, from plots of the temporal variation of two types

of zonal energy—the energy of Y 0
l with odd l modes and Y 0

l with even l modes—the

formation of an equatorially symmetric zonal structure could be confirmed. Figure 3

shows the temporal variation in the energy of these two groups of modes, Y 0
l=odd and

Y 0
l=even in the inviscid calculation. There is a strong energy accumulation in the Y 0

l=odd

modes, whereas the Y 0
l=even modes gained little energy throughout the time integration.

Because the Y 0
l=odd modes correspond to equatorially symmetric zonal structures in a

flow field, this is consistent with the formation of similar circumpolar zonal jets around

both poles.

The energy accumulation in the Y 0
l=odd modes in the energy spectrum may seem

very natural at first glance if it is compared only with the numerical results for the

formation of circumpolar zonal jets around both poles. However, the reason for the

energy accumulation in the zonal modes, specifically only in Y 0
l=odd, is not understood

at all. Moreover, this phenomenon is particularly noteworthy when considered from the

viewpoint of nonlinear three-wave interactions.

The linear wave solutions of Eq.(1) are the Rossby waves Y m
l (ϕ, µ) exp(iωt), and
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the frequency ω of each wave is given as

ω =
−2mΩ

l(l + 1)
. (7)

In this paper, the Rossby waves are sometimes called “the Rossby modes” or simply

“modes.”

We then shifted our focus to the nonlinear three-wave interactions of Rossby waves.

Nonlinear three-wave interactions can be classified as resonant or nonresonant inter-

actions. Three Rossby waves Y m1
l1

exp(iω1t), Y
m2
l2

exp(iω2t), and Y
m3
l3

exp(iω3t) are said

to undergo a resonant nonlinear three-wave interaction if the following conditions are

satisfied:

m1 = m2 +m3, (8)

|l2 − l3| < l1 < l2 + l3, (9)

l1 + l2 + l3 = odd, (10)

m1

l1(l1 + 1)
=

m2

l2(l2 + 1)
+

m3

l3(l3 + 1)
. (11)

Conditions (8)–(10) were derived by Silberman14) as necessary conditions for nonlinear

three-wave interactions. Note that nonlinear three-wave interactions include both reso-

nant and nonresonant nonlinear interactions in the three-wave set, i.e., a triad. When

the nonresonant interactions are eliminated, condition (11) should be taken into ac-

count together with conditions (8)–(10).15) Therefore, conditions (8)–(11) can be taken

as the necessary conditions for the resonant nonlinear interaction of three waves. The

zonal modes Y 0
l=odd satisfy conditions (8)–(11), whereas the modes Y 0

l=even do not. Nev-

ertheless, any triad including a zonal mode as one of its elements does not have nonzero

energy transfer by resonant three-wave interaction within the triad.14–16) Therefore, in

this paper, all the Rossby modes are categorized into the following four sets:

Resonant nonzonal (RZ̆) modes

{Y m̸=0
l | with (8)–(11)}, (12)

Resonant zonal (RZ) modes

{Y 0
l | with (8)–(11)}

= {Y 0
l | l = odd integer}, (13)

Nonresonant zonal (R̆Z) modes
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Fig. 4. RZ̆ modes with l ≤ 170.

{Y 0
l | l = even integer}, (14)

Nonresonant nonzonal (R̆Z̆) modes

{All Rossby modes} \ {RZ̆} \ {RZ} \ {R̆Z}, (15)

where Ă means negation of A. The RZ̆ modes with l ≤ 170 are shown as dots in

Fig.4. The numbers of elements in the four Rossby wave sets are #{R̆Z̆} = 26186,

#{RZ̆} =1684, #{R̆Z} = 86, and #{RZ} = 85 respectively in this case.

Let us return to the discussion of energy accumulation in the Y 0
l=odd modes. Figure

5 shows the temporal development of the RZ̆, RZ, R̆Z̆, and R̆Z modes in the inviscid

and the weak-viscosity calculations. The RZ modes accumulate energy almost mono-

tonically. The energy of the R̆Z̆ modes mostly decreases, whereas that of RZ̆ gradually

decreases after a slight initial increase.

The energy transfer among the four wave sets (RZ̆, RZ, R̆Z̆, and R̆Z) was then

investigated. Because second-order nonlinear interaction is involved, the 10 possible

combinations of the four wave sets must be considered, where a combination may contain

the same set twice. Each of these 10 combinations transfers energy to the four wave

sets, producing 40 cases in total.

The 40 nonlinear energy transfers were calculated after every five time steps of the

numerical integration of Eq.(1), from t = 2.0 to 2.1 (2500 time steps), yielding a data set

consisting of 500 time series of energy transfers. To calculate the energy transfer data at
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Temporal variation in the energy of the RZ̆, RZ, R̆Z̆, and R̆Z modes from

t = 0 to t = 10. (1) ν2p = 0.0 (2) ν2p = 1.0× 10−38.

each time step, 10 filtered cases were first computed, corresponding to the 10 possible

wave set combinations, which then yield the 40 nonlinear energy transfers though some

algebraic manipulation. The 40 energy transfers were calculated for a relatively short

time interval because the calculation requires the storage of a large amount of data.

Figure 6 shows examples of nonlinear energy transfers to certain wave sets in the inviscid

calculation, with standard deviations of the data set of 500 energy transfers, represented

as error bars. Here we only used 100 equidistant data points out of 500 time series data

for clear presentation. Although the considered time interval is rather short, we find the

temporal fluctuation of energy transfers larger than the standard deviation. Table II

gives the as-obtained 40 mean energy transfers by nonlinear terms per time integration

step in the inviscid calculation. For example, −2.6626 × 10−7 at (R̆Z, R̆Z̆ × R̆Z̆) is

the mean energy transfer to R̆Z by the nonlinear interaction R̆Z̆ × R̆Z̆. It should be

commented that we have obtained essentially the same result with Table II in our viscous

case (not shown), and this, together with Fig.2 and Fig.5, implies that regardless of the

existence of viscosity, the energy transfer is dominated by transfer toward the resonant

zonal modes by the nonresonant interactions of nonzonal waves (R̆Z̆ × R̆Z̆ → RZ,

RZ̆ ×RZ̆ → RZ, and R̆Z̆ ×RZ̆ → RZ).

4. Conclusions

In this study, the transfer of energy by the nonlinear interaction of Rossby waves

in two-dimensional turbulence on a rotating sphere was investigated. To more closely

observe the process of zonal flow formation, each of the Rossby waves was classified into

one of four sets based on whether it is zonal and whether there exists a resonant inter-
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Fig. 6. Examples of energy transfer by nonlinear terms from t = 2.0 to t = 2.1 in ν2p = 0.0

case with standard deviations of the data set of 500 energy transfers, represented as error bars. (A)

R̆Z̆ × R̆Z̆ → RZ. (B) RZ̆ ×RZ̆ → RZ. (C) R̆Z̆ ×RZ̆ → RZ. (D) R̆Z̆ × R̆Z̆ → R̆Z.

action that includes it. Then the energy exchange among the four sets of the Rossby

waves was studied. It was demonstrated, that regardless of the presence of viscosity,

energy accumulation occurs only in the resonant zonal modes, i.e., zonal modes that

satisfy the resonant three-wave interaction condition. It was also confirmed that there

is high energy transfer to resonant zonal modes from nonzonal (resonant nonzonal and

nonresonant nonzonal) modes by nonlinear three-wave interactions. This energy accu-

mulation is all achieved by nonresonant three-wave interactions because the resonant

zonal modes do not exchange energy with other modes by resonant interaction.15,16) In

the present system, although resonant zonal modes account for only 0.3% of the total

number of Rossby waves, half of the total energy is concentrated in these modes because

of the weak nonresonant interaction of Rossby waves. It should be stressed that this

energy transfer results in the formation of a velocity profile symmetric about the equa-

tor. Asymmetric velocity profiles are realized only under external, likely asymmetric,

forcing. For example, under random and uniform external forcing, multiple zonal-band
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Table II. Mean energy transferred per time step among the RZ̆, RZ, R̆Z̆, and R̆Z modes by non-

linear terms from t = 2.0 to t = 2.1 in ν2p = 0.0 case.

R̆Z̆ RZ̆ R̆Z RZ

R̆Z̆ × R̆Z̆ −9.9216× 10−8 1.2313× 10−6 −2.6626× 10−7 1.7378× 10−6

RZ̆ ×RZ̆ 1.2623× 10−6 −2.7770× 10−8 6.4728× 10−7 2.1270× 10−6

R̆Z × R̆Z 0.0 0.0 −9.9341× 10−20 0.0

RZ ×RZ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

R̆Z̆ ×RZ̆ −1.0387× 10−6 −1.3000× 10−6 −3.5807× 10−7 4.2133× 10−6

R̆Z̆ × R̆Z 2.6761× 10−7 6.4791× 10−7 −7.8375× 10−9 −1.4854× 10−9

R̆Z̆ ×RZ −1.9167× 10−6 −1.4065× 10−7 −4.7346× 10−10 −1.9900× 10−8

RZ̆ × R̆Z −2.7533× 10−7 −6.5265× 10−7 −2.7608× 10−9 −4.4679× 10−10

RZ̆ ×RZ −3.8550× 10−6 −2.2587× 10−6 −2.7980× 10−10 −5.1366× 10−9

R̆Z ×RZ 0.0 0.0 1.7710× 10−19 9.9563× 10−19

Total −5.6438× 10−6 −2.4955× 10−6 1.1576× 10−8 8.0351× 10−6

structures are formed at first, then the structure tends toward two or three large zonal

flows.17,18)
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Appendix: Effective Energy Transfer Between Two Rossby Modes

The energy transferred from two Rossby modes to the rest of the modes in a nonlin-

ear interaction triad (Figure 7(A)) is uniquely determined, but the energy transferred

between two modes in such a triad is not uniquely determined in this system. Here,

we define the effective energy transfer (EET) between two modes based on the detailed

energy balance within a triad.

Consider a triad that consists of three modes whose wavenumbers are denoted k1,k2,

and k3. The energy change of mode ki (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}) caused only by nonlinear inter-

actions within this triad is denoted Ei. Additionally, it is assumed that the EET from

mode ki−1 to mode ki in this triad is Ti (Figure 7(B)).

Then, the energy transferred within this triad is given by
E1

E2

E3

 =


1 −1 0

0 1 −1

−1 0 1




T1

T2

T3

 (16)

=S


T1

T2

T3

 , S ≡


1 −1 0

0 1 −1

−1 0 1

 . (17)

The matrix S has three eigenvalues, 0 and (3 ± i
√
3)/2. For the case where the

eigenvalue is zero, we obtain

T1 − T2 =0

T2 − T3 =0

T3 − T1 =0,

(18)
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yielding

T1 = T2 = T3. (19)

Now we recall that a detailed energy balance within this triad holds. This requires

T1 + T2 + T3 = 0 (20)

and thus excludes the uncertainty appearing in Eq.(19).

Then, from Eq.(16) together with Eq.(20), we obtain
T1

T2

T3

 =
1

3


E1 − E3

E2 − E1

E3 − E2

 , (21)

where the EET Ti is calculated from the information of the change in the energy of

mode ki caused only by nonlinear interactions in this triad. Then entire EET to mode

ki from mode kj is obtained by summing Ti for all the possible triads, i .e., considering

all possible third modes.

Figure 8 shows examples of the EET at t = 0.7 in the numerical simulation shown

in Fig.2(A-1) in Section 3. Fig.8(A) and (B) show examples of the EET from the

nonresonant nonzonal modes, and Fig.8(C) and (D) show examples of the EET from

the resonant nonzonal modes. In all cases, large EET values to resonant zonal modes

(Y 0
l , l = odd integer) were observed, whereas the EET to other modes was not large. This

is consistent with the energy transferred between the four Rossby-mode sets discussed

in Section 3 and suggests that the energy accumulation to zonal modes corresponding

to circumpolar westward flow is achieved by the direct energy transfer to resonant zonal

modes by nonresonant three-wave interactions.
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(A) (B)

l

(C) (D)

ll

l

Fig. 8. (Color online) Examples of EET frommode kfrom = (lfrom,mfrom) to mode kto = (lto,mto).

Only the range 0 ≤ lto ≤ 16, −16 ≤ mto ≤ 16 is shown for simplicity. Examples of EET from

nonresonant nonzonal modes with kfrom = (lfrom,mfrom) = (A) (26, 6) and (B) (33, 6). Examples of

EET from resonant nonzonal modes with kfrom = (lfrom,mfrom) = (C) (34, 7) and (D) (39, 10).
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